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We are pleased to invite submissions for a new journal devoted to the field of disaster nursing. 
Health Emergency and Disaster Nursing (HEDN) is the first dedicated international peer-reviewed 
journal that supports and contributes to disaster prevention and regeneration by bringing together 
knowledge and best practice in nursing science. It is the official English-language journal of the 
Disaster Nursing Global Leader Program (DNGL). 

To ensure your research reaches the widest possible audience, the journal is free to access 
online, and limited hard copies are also available. There are no publication fees.
 
We welcome all papers reporting scholarly work on the art and science of disaster nursing. We 
encourage submissions from established scholars inside and outside the field of nursing, as well 
as from those in the early stages of their careers, including students. 

HEDN publishes original manuscripts (empirical or qualitative studies, historical studies, review 
articles, brief reports), editorials, letters to the Editor, reports on practice in disaster settings, case 
studies, position papers, commentaries, and book reviews. Particularly important and timely work 
can be reviewed and disseminated quickly as a “rapid communication” . We also publish “image 
essays” – brief essays accompanied by images that capture a moment in disaster nursing. All 
types of images are welcome, and the images or text can be the primary focus. For more 
information, visit the journal website: hedn.jp

Publication in this new specialist journal will ensure your research reaches a relevant, interested 
audience of colleagues in the field of disaster nursing.
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